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Abstract 

Daily precipitation data of seventeen rainfall stations in Johor from the year of 

1996 to 2005 are analyzed to determine the best fitted model in representing 

the drought events. Three distributions are tested, namely exponential 

distribution, gamma distribution and weibull distribution. A threshold of 

seventieth percentile is applied as a cut off point for the rainfall data to be 

characterized as drought event before the fitting of model. The parameters for 

each of the distribution are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation 

(MLE). The best fitted model is chosen based on the minimum error produced  
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by the three goodness-of-fit (GOF) tests used, which are Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC), Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) tests and Cramer-von-Mises 

(CVM). This study has determined that weibull distribution is the best fitted 

distribution to represent the drought events in Johor. 

 

Keywords: best fitted; drought; exponential; gamma; weibull; threshold; 

maximum likelihood estimation; goodness-of-fit; Akaike Information 
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1. Introduction 

Drought is described as a natural phenomenon that occurred due to the insufficient 

of precipitation over a prolonged period and also defined as inequality of water 

accessibility. It is a main natural disaster that reveals its impacts gradually and 

happens virtually with various features over climatic regions. A drought is said to 

differ in terms of regions, needs and disciplinary perspectives. Generally, it 

originates from a deficiency of precipitation over an extended period of time, 

which results in a water scarcity that may interrupt the natural and agricultural 

ecosystems in addition to the human activities (Paulo et al., 2005).  

 

Water scarcity raises a great threat on environment, quality of life, 

economy and social (Hisdal et al., 2003) since water is an important supply for 

daily life in maintaining the stability of environment. Drought planning is 

necessary as a process that concentrates on enhancing the abilities in monitoring 

drought, understanding the changes of drought vulnerabilities and mitigating 

drought effects. The society will be fully prepared in dealing with the damaging 

effects of drought in the most fair and efficient manner possible by proactively 

planning for drought. An objective evaluation of drought condition in a particular 

region is the step for water resources planning in order to prevent and mitigate the 

negative influences of future occurrences. Forecasting future drought in an area is  
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very important in searching the sustainable solutions to water management and 

risk assessment of drought occurrences. 

 

This study focuses on the drought analysis with the aim to verify the best 

fitted distribution in representing the drought events in Johor during the period 

from 1996 to 2005. With this in mind, the objectives of this paper are: (1) to 

determine a drought threshold of daily precipitation; (2) to estimate parameters of 

each distributions using maximum likelihood estimation; (3) to determine the best 

fitted probability distribution model to describe the drought episode using 

goodness-of –fit  tests.  

 

 

2. STUDY REGION AND DATA 

Johor state is located in the southern part of Peninsular Malaysia and known as the 

fifth largest state with respect to the land area with a total area about 19,210 

square kilometers. It is the southernmost state in Peninsular Malaysia which is 

located between the 1°20"N and 2°35"N latitudes.  Johor is surrounded by Pahang 

to the north, Malacca and Negeri Sembilan to the northwest and the Straits of 

Johor to the south which form a separation with Republic of Singapore. The 

location of Johor in Peninsular Malaysia is shown in Fig. 1 while the coordinates 

of the seventeen stations used in this study with the daily data ranges from 1996 to 

2005 can be referred to Fig. 2 and Table 1. Johor as well as any other states in 

Peninsular Malaysia experience rainfall throughout the year. There are two 

monsoons that influenced the climate of Johor, namely northeast monsoon from 

November to February and southwest monsoon from May to August. 
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Fig. 1. Location of Johor state in Peninsular Malaysia. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
Fig. 2. Location of seventeen rainfall stations in Johor state. 
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Table 1. List of stations 

No. Stations Station Name Latitude Longitude 

1 S01 LDG. SG. PELENTONG  1o32’05”N 103o50’40”E

2 S02 LDG. SG. TIRAM  1o35’15”N 103o55’05”E

3 S03 LDG. LIM LIM BHD.  1o32’00”N 103o59’30”E

4 S04 LDG. TELOK SENGAT  1o34’05”N 104o05’00”E

5 S05 LDG. SG. PAPAN  1o31’00”N 104o06’00”E

6 S06 JOHOR SILICA 1o32’00”N 104o11’00”E

7 S07 PARIT MADIRONO AT SITE 4 1o43’00”N 103o16’00”E

8 S08 SEK. MEN. BKT. BESAR  1o45’50”N 103o43’10”E

9 S09 LDG. GETAH MALAYA  1o42’10”N 103o53’10”E

10 S10 LDG. PERMATANG  1o46’35”N 103o55’35”E

11 S11 FELDA BKT. WAH HA 1o46’10”N 104o01’50”E

12 S12 STESEN TELE. ULU REMIS 1o50’45”N 103o28’30”E

13 S13 LDG. RENGAM  1o53’20”N 103o24’57”E

14 S14 LDG. PKN. LAYANG-LAYANG 1o51’20”N 103o35’15”E

15 S15 RANCANGAN ULU SEBOL 1o52’30”N 103o38’15”E

16 S16 LDG. GETAH SEE SUN  1o54’10”N 103o23’50”E

17 S17 LDG. LAMBAK  1o58’05”N 103o19’35”E

 

 

3. Methodology 

3.1  Distributions 

Three distributions are used in the fitting of the drought distribution in Johor. The 
first is exponential distribution that is known as a class of continuous probability 
distributions in probability theory and statistics with the following probability 
density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function (cdf): 
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=                                     (1) 
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for 0, >λx where λ  is the rate parameter of the distribution. 
 

Next is gamma distribution that is known as a two-parameter family of 
continuous probability distributions in probability theory and statistics with the 
following probability density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function 
(cdf): 
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recognized as the lower incomplete gamma function with α  is the shape 
parameter and β  is the scale parameter. 

 

Finally, weibull distribution that is known a continuous probability 
distribution in probability theory and statistics with the following probability 
density function (pdf) and cumulative distribution function (cdf): 
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for 0>x  and 0, >βα where α  is the shape parameter and β  is the scale 

parameter. 

 

3.2  Descriptive Statistics 

Before the analysis, the description of the data is done by calculating the mean, 

variance, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, skewness and kurtosis.   
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(1) Mean is the arithmetic average of a set of values or distribution and 

represents the average of the data set for all of seventeen stations in Johor.   

                                             
∑
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where x  is the rainfall data and n  is the number of data. 

 

(2) Variance is a measure for the amount of variation within the values of that 

variable in probability theory and statistics. 
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where x  is the rainfall data, μ  is the mean of data and n  is the number of 

data. 

 

(3) Standard deviation of a statistical population, data set or probability 

distribution is the square root of its variance.  
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where x  is the rainfall data, μ  is the mean of data and n  is the number of 

data. 

 

(4) Coefficient of variation (CV) is a normalized measure of dispersion of a 

probability distribution which is defined as the ratio of the standard 

deviation σ  to the meanμ . 

                                                  μ
σ

=CV                                                 (10) 
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(5) Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of the probability distribution of 

a real-valued random variable. The skewness of a random variable X  is 

denoted )( Xskew  and defined as: 

                                   3

3 ])[()(
σ

μ−
=

XEXskew                                      (11) 

where X  is the data set, μ  is the mean of data and σ  is the standard 

deviation of data.   

 

(6) Kurtosis is a measure of degree of the peakedness of the probability 

distribution of a real-valued random variable. The kurtosis of a random 

variable X  is denoted )(Xkurt  and defined as: 

                                   4

4 ])[()(
σ

μ−
=

XEXkurt                                    (12) 

where X  is the data set, μ  is the mean of data and σ  is the standard 

deviation of data.   

 

 

3.3  Threshold Selection 

A drought threshold is an essential element in categorizing the drought events in 

drought analysis. Drought threshold is a constant demand where the droughts are 

defined as periods during which the discharge is below the threshold level (Fleig 

et al., 2006). A threshold that applied commonly in monitoring rainfall and 

preparing drought alerts is at the seventieth percentile of the rainfall when the 

rainfall in a certain period is less than seventy percent of normal precipitation 

(FAO, 2003).   

 

In determining the threshold values, the data of rainfall amount are sorted 

in ascending order where the value at the seventy percent of the rainfall data is  
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recognized as the seventieth percentile of the rainfall series, p70 which is then set 

as the threshold. 

                                                            
LPN

=
100

                                                      (13)
                               

where L is the number of measurements under the seventieth percentile, P=70 as 

the selected percentile and N is the total number of measurements in the data set.  

Therefore, the threshold is the Lth value of amount of rainfall. 

 

 

3.4  Maximum Likelihood Estimation 

Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is a general and popular statistical method 

in fitting a statistical model to data and estimating the parameters of the 

corresponding model that maximize the probability or likelihood of the sample 

data.   

Suppose x  is a continuous random variable with pdf ),...,,;( 21 kxf θθθ  

where kθθθ ,...,, 21  are k unknown constant parameters which need to be estimated 

with an experiment conducted to obtain N independent observations, Nxxx ,...,, 21 , 

the estimation of parameters, kθθθ ˆ,...,ˆ,ˆ
21  can be obtained by solving the 

differentiation of logarithmic likelihood function below: 
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where kj ,...,2,1=  . 

 

3.5  Goodness-of-Fit Tests 

It is commonly applicable to verify the compatibility of a model and data by the 

statistical goodness-of-fit (GOF) tests. The GOF tests are applied in describing the  
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fitness of a distribution to a set of observations. Measures of GOF typically 

summarize the discrepancy between observed values with the expected values 

under the specific model selected.   

 

 The best fitted distribution will be determined based on the minimum error 

produced, which is measured by the techniques shown below: 

 

(1) Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) is a method used for measuring the 
goodness-of-fit of an estimated statistical model that ranked based on the 
minimum error produced. 

The formula of AIC is shown below: 

                                       LkAIC ln22 −=                                (15) 

where k is the number of parameters in the statistical model, and L is the 

maximized value of the likelihood function for the estimated model. 

  

(2) Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test is a form of minimum distance estimation 
that quantifies a distance between the empirical distribution function of the 
sample and the cumulative distribution function of the reference 
distribution. 

The KS test statistic is defined as: 
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where ix  is the increasing ordered data, F the theoretical cumulative 

distribution and N  is the number of sample size.  

 

(3) Cramer-von-Mises (CVM) criterion is a form of minimum distance 
estimation applied in judging the goodness-of-fit of a probability 
distribution compared to a given empirical distribution function in statistic.   

The definition of CVM is given as follows: 
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where ix  is the increasing ordered data and n is the number of sample size.
 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics 

The descriptive statistics computed are mean, variance, standard deviation, 

coefficient of variation, skewness, kurtosis and the maximum rainfall amount for 

each station.  The summary of the descriptive statistics for each station is shown 

in Table 2.   

Table 2. The descriptive statistics of the daily rainfall amount in Johor 

Stations Mean Variance Standard 

Deviation 

Coefficient 

Variation 

Skewness Kurtosis Maximum 

Amount 

S01 7.0471 152.91 12.3660 1.7547 3.4581 21.560 137.5 

S02 5.8803 107.68 10.3770 1.7647 3.4151 25.040 152.0 

S03 6.1321 185.04 13.6030 2.2183 6.3572 73.591 234.8 

S04 6.5637 161.12 12.6930 1.9339 4.9975 45.891 188.0 

S05 6.8607 208.08 14.4250 2.1026 6.8322 85.481 261.0 

S06 5.6709 243.81 15.6140 2.7534 9.2645 157.100 398.0 

S07 5.5118 183.20 13.5350 2.4557 4.8424 38.444 189.5 

S08 5.4471 175.09 13.2320 2.4293 5.2733 50.828 227.0 

S09 7.1123 179.95 13.4140 1.8861 4.1730 32.092 172.0 

S10 4.5302 69.67 8.3469 1.8425 3.8164 24.391 87.8 

S11 7.0900 171.11 13.0810 1.8450 4.8445 43.850 183.7 

S12 5.4008 156.12 12.4950 2.3135 4.7372 40.403 196.0 

S13 5.5472 90.42 9.5091 1.7142 4.8446 64.779 204.7 

S14 6.8804 199.74 14.1330 2.0541 6.1923 80.647 298.0 

S15 6.0165 108.57 10.4200 1.7319 4.4725 45.706 193.3 

S16 5.9719 136.67 11.6910 1.9576 7.5171 143.760 311.0 

S17 5.4816 108.69 10.4250 1.9019 4.9849 55.252 205.3 
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From the summary, the mean or average of precipitation amount during 

the ten years period for all the stations lies between 4.50 mm per day and 7.20 mm 

per day with the highest mean value of 7.11 mm per day from S09 while the 

lowest mean of 4.53 mm per day from S10. 

 

 The variance for all the daily rain gauge stations is in the range of 69.60 

mm² per day² to 243.90 mm² per day². The standard deviation for all the seventeen 

stations is ranged from 8.30 mm per day to 15.70 mm per day. S06 obtains the 

highest standard deviation with the value of 15.61 mm per day which indicates the 

large variation in the daily rainfall amount series while S10 receives the lowest 

standard deviation with the value of 8.35 mm per day which implies the small 

variation in the daily rainfall amount series.  Furthermore, it is clear that the 

standard deviation for each station is always larger than the mean by referring to 

the fact that there are some effects caused by the extreme value to the large values 

in the raw data. 

 

 The coefficient of variations for the seventeen rain gauge stations will 

represent the irregularity of the daily precipitation between stations. However, the 

results of the coefficient of variation show that the values for each station are 

quite homogeneous where the range is between 1.70 and 2.80.  S06 displays the 

highest value of coefficient of variation, which is 2.75 while S13 has the smallest 

value of coefficient of variation, which is 1.71.  

 

 The coefficient of skewness is used to verify the degree of asymmetric of a 

distribution around the mean.  The values of skewness lie in between 3.40 and 

9.30 where these positively results indicate that all the skewness are positively 

skewed for all stations. S06 receives the highest value of skewness with the value 

9.26 which gives a clear indication that this station is very obviously skewed and 

the asymmetric tail is extending to the right while S02 with the smallest skewness  
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value of 3.42 indicates that the asymmetric tail is also extending to the right with 

less skewed. 

 

 The value of kurtosis can be used to determine the relative peakness or 

flatness of a distribution. The values of kurtosis are all positive in the range of 

21.50 to 157.10. S06 obtains the highest value of kurtosis with the value 157.10 

which implies the possibility of a leptokurtic distribution where the data set tend 

to have a distinct peak near to the mean with a heavy tail since the peak of 

distribution is too high around the mean.  S01 receives the smallest value of 

kurtosis with the value 21.56 which indicates that the data set tend to have a flat 

peak near to the mean.    

 

 The maximum daily rainfall amount is ranged between 87.80 mm per day 

and 398.00 mm per day where S06 receives the highest maximum rainfall amount 

of 398.00 mm per day followed by S16 with the maximum rainfall amount of 

311.00 mm per day. S10 on the other hand obtains the lowest maximum rainfall 

amount which is 87.80 mm per day.    

 

 

4.2 Threshold 

 

In finding the best fitted distribution to represent the drought events, it is essential 

to determine a threshold where the data fall below the corresponding threshold is 

categorized as drought and these data are used in the fitting of distribution. The 

threshold values for all the stations are shown in Table 3.   
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Table 3. The threshold values for each station   

Station Threshold 

S01 13.2 

S02 14.3 

S03 16.3 

S04 12.0 

S05 13.0 

S06 9.8 

S07 11.5 

S08 13.0 

S09 14.7 

S10 7.3 

S11 9.8 

S12 11.0 

S13 10.5 

S14 14.0 

S15 10.8 

S16 12.0 

S17 10.0 

 

4.3 Goodness-of-Fit Tests 

The best fitted distribution can be verified using Goodness-of-Fit (GOF) tests.  In 

this study, three types of GOF tests were applied, namely Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC), Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test and Cramer-von-Mises (CVM). 

By referring to the definition of Goodness-of-Fit (GOF) tests, the best fitted 

distribution was selected based on the minimum error produced. The results of the 

GOF tests were shown in Table 4. 
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Table 4. The results of three GOF tests for daily rainfall amount in Johor. 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 shows the results of the three GOF tests for daily rainfall amount 

in Johor.  The best fitted distribution is selected according to the minimum error 

produced. The results are displayed in the map according to the best fitted 

distribution for AIC, KS, CVM and the overall GOF tests which shown in Fig. 3, 

4, 5, 6 for a better visualization. 

Station  AIC   KS   CVM  

EXP GAM WBL EXP GAM WBL EXP GAM WBL 

S01 7960.2 7884.9 7859.2 0.07787 0.06198 0.05949 0.00203 0.00103 0.00098 

S02 6895.3 6411.9 6353.4 0.19120 0.07673 0.07603 0.01328 0.00108 0.00088 

S03 6477.0 6389.8 6355.3 0.09439 0.07187 0.06349 0.00369 0.00129 0.00100 

S04 7655.7 7570.2 7550.1 0.07674 0.06658 0.06832 0.00189 0.00098 0.00100 

S05 7548.7 7498.4 7471.9 0.07848 0.06515 0.06265 0.00197 0.00091 0.00076 

S06 5733.3 5735.1 5734.9 0.11033 0.10661 0.10598 0.00242 0.00226 0.00222 

S07 5419.0 5414.8 5416.1 0.07817 0.09110 0.08949 0.00104 0.00148 0.00143 

S08 5590.2 5591.9 5592.2 0.10569 0.11010 0.10725 0.00239 0.00256 0.00245 

S09 7684.6 7542.8 7511.3 0.25071 0.07525 0.06324 0.03055 0.00109 0.00093 

S10 6491.4 6393.1 6362.7 0.09052 0.06713 0.06175 0.00245 0.00090 0.00081 

S11 5849.8 5565.0 5501.9 0.16040 0.08455 0.06363 0.00906 0.00129 0.00085 

S12 5629.6 5605.9 5612.3 0.11063 0.11242 0.10793 0.00125 0.00206 0.00193 

S13 7421.7 7321.2 7292.6 0.08733 0.06568 0.06322 0.00240 0.00092 0.00089 

S14 7435.5 7266.1 7244.3 0.09930 0.07411 0.07240 0.00350 0.00112 0.00109 

S15 7711.2 7579.6 7523.6 0.11636 0.07236 0.06430 0.00433 0.00137 0.00097 

S16 7276.2 7077.7 7030.3 0.12547 0.07248 0.06557 0.00528 0.00109 0.00091 

S17 7055.0 6946.9 6918.2 0.09789 0.07122 0.06884 0.00273 0.00117 0.00109 
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Fig. 3. Best fitted distribution according to AIC. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Best fitted distribution according to KS. 

Legend: 
E = Exponential 
G = Gamma 
W= Weibull

 

Legend: 
E = Exponential 
G = Gamma 
W= Weibull
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Fig. 5. Best fitted distribution according to CVM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Best fitted distribution to represent the drought events in each stations. 

 

Legend: 
E = Exponential 
G = Gamma 
W= Weibull 
U=Undefined

Legend: 
E = Exponential 
G = Gamma 
W= Weibull
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From the results displayed above, many stations have resulted in weibull 

distribution to be the best fitted distribution to represent the drought event in 

Johor. Further, by using either the AIC, KS or CVM, it is found that weibull is 

still the distribution having the most minimum error (Figure 6). Therefore, weibull 

distribution is ranked first as the best fitted distribution in representing the drought 

events in Johor while gamma distribution is ranked second and exponential 

distribution is ranked last using all the results of GOF tests for each rain gauge 

station. Hence, weibull distribution is the most appropriate distribution to 

represent the drought event in Johor.   

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The fitting of the most appropriate distribution to characterize the drought events 

starts with measuring the threshold value applied at the seventieth percentile. The 

data which fall below the threshold values is then used in the fitting distribution 

and weibull distribution has been found to be the best fitted distribution for the 

representation of the daily drought event in Johor. However, gamma distribution 

is ranked second while exponential distribution is ranked last in the fitting of 

drought event in Johor. Weibull is just like Gamma distribution is a two-

parameters distribution. Clearly these two distributions outperform the 

exponential distribution that is a one-parameter distribution.   
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